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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect 
on problem solving or training pupils in the techniques or 
estimat ing answers. 
This investigation as suggested by a study done by 
Dickeyl/ in Hackensack, Nev. Jersey, which dealt t 1th the value 
of estimating answers when working arithmetic problems and 
examples. In his experiment , Dickey did not train the pupils 
in any definite met hods or estimation, but left t hem to their 
o :-~n · resources in arr iving at t heir estimated answers. The one 
stipulat ion was t hat t hey had to arrive at t heir estimated 
answers by use of mental arithmetic. 
The present study differed from Dickey's i n t hat during 
the f irst week of the practice period, the experimental groups 
concentrated on the met hods of estimation sueh as roundi ng off 
numbers correctly and the techniques or making estimations for 
the various t ypes of computations. It was felt t hat by having 
at hand bas ic methods or estimating; the pupils would be more 
uniform in arriving at good estimations and t hus make the 
practice more valuable . 
1/ John v. Dickey, 11 The Value or Estimating Answers to 
Ar1thmet~c Problems and Examples, " Elementary School Journal. 
35:24-31, September, 1934. 
2 
Although this research can be regarded as only a pilot 
studydue to its limited samples, it is hoped that this 
experiment may provide a real aid to pupils in solving 
arithmetic problems. If the practice of including training 
in estimation would eliminate many of the absurd ans ers 
found in any set ot problem papers; this step would make a 
larg~ contribution to better performance. Any study which 
may lead to a new and mo~e fertile avenue of attack on problems 
is justified. 
The succeeding chapters of this thesis will cover the 
following phases of the study . Chapter II will examine a 
portion of' the literature and research dealing with problem 
solving. This chapter will be more a generalized survey ot 
t _he var_io.u~ ~ethods used in attacking_ pr_Qblem solving rather 
-- ~~. ·- ... .. ·· ··- ~ 
than a concentrated delving into any one method. The 
organization and the plan of the inves~igat.ion will be 
discussed in Chapter III, and an evaluation of the data will 
be made in Chapter IV. The predictive conclusions r eached by 
the investigator and the appendix which contains the problems 
used during the practice period of this study and the classroom 
test on estimation given to the experimental groups will 




Rl1'VIEW OF LI TEHA'l'URE AliD RESE RCH 
Sources .2!. dif'ficult:v 1!! problem solving . In any otudy 
concerned ·vith problem solving, there mus t be an avJareness of 
possiblo 30Urces of difficulty in solving problems. 
Educators and teachers !lave long recognized t he ability 
to solvo problems as being t he most difficult arithmet ical 
phase for many elementary ch ildren. N~Ywcomb went as f'ar as 
to say: 11 Practically all pupils have mol"'e OI' J.ess difficulty 
in solving p:t•oblems .n!/ 
Problem solving means the solution of a quantitative 
situation presented in words ~hich 1•a ises a dei'in ite question., 
but for v:rhich the arithmetical process to be perf'ormed is not 
/ indica ted.g/ 
A child may pet•form at a compar•atively hi gh rate of 
speed and accux)acy in the computation of the fundamental 
operations where the correct arithmetical process to be used is 
indicated by word or symbol. Yet this same child may become 
l./ R. s . Newcomb , "Teaching Pupils How to Solve 
Problems in Arithmetic," Elementan School Journal, 23:183-189, 
November, 1922. 
!/ Herbert F . Spitzer, ~ Teaching~ Arithmetic 
(Boston: Houghton 1iffl1n Company. 1948), P• 209. 
5 
befuddled and inaccurate hen his arithmetic work changes from 
straight arithmet ical computation to the arithmetical reasoning 
of problem solving . A high rate of efficiency in the fundament~a 
al operations should never be regarded by the teacher as a 
gaarantee that the child will do well in problem solving. 
It has been these conflieting abilities of .children in 
doing regular examples and solvi ng problems that hav_e spurred 
on much investigation into the sources of difficulties in 
solving problems and methods by which to remedy them. 
Brueckner reported the chief causes of pupil difficulty 
in problem solving f;ls recorded by diagnostic studies as 
follows: 
1. Failure to comprehend the probl em in fllhole , or in 
part , due to inferio~ reading ability, inability to 
visunlize the situation, lack of pr actice in solving 
problems , and s imilar conditions; 
2 . Carelessness in reading resulting in the omission 
of es sential ideas or miareading; 
3. Inability to perform t he computations invo lved, 
either thru forgetting of t he procedure or failure to 
learn it; 
4. Confusion of process , resulting in the random 
trial of any process t hat may come to mind; 
5 . Lack of knowledge of essential f acts, rules, and 
formulas sueh as how many inches there are in a yard, 
or how to find the perimeter of a rectangle; 
6 . Carelessness in arranging the work and general 
laclt of neatness; 
7 . Ignorance of quantitat ive :relations due to lack of' 
vocabulary or of understanding or principle, such as the 
relat ion bet'li;een selling price, cost, pl .. o.f'it, Largin; 
8 . Lack of interest due to repeated failure, to 
difficulty of problem material, its unattractiveness, 
and the like; 
9. General lack of mental ab ility.£./ 
The list .ms completed by Brueckner's statement that 
the great est single fa ctor r sponsible fo r lo ~er s core~ b 
pupils in problem solvin,"?; i .s inaccuracy in -their computations . 
Studies rel·evant to problem solving in the el ementary 
grad · ~ have concentrated upon failul"e to comprehend t he 
problem in whole , or i n part , due to inferior reading ability 
or t he inability to visualize t he situation; careles~ness i n 
the :t•ead ing of t he - roblem "j hi ch results in omissio!"l of 
essential f a cts; confusion of procens , resulting ln t he andom 
trial of any proces s t hat may come to mind; lack of interest 
due to difficulty of problem material or its unat tractivvnes s, 
and t he careless inaccuracies i n the com~ utations . 
I The other caus es listed by Brueckner are eithe~ c ncern-
ed 1ith arithmetic · bove the oler. entary level or f a ll upon t he 
class room teacher for solut i on such as eliminating mist ·kes 
due to untidy and carelessly written papers . For chi l dren ~ ho 
l ack the mental ability to solve problems , little c~n be done . 
:ii Leo J, Brueckner, " Improving Work in roblem 
Solving , Journal ~ ~ National Education Association, 
21:175- 1'76, June , 1932 . · 
Comprehending ~ problem. In a study concerned with 
railur!/of children to comprehend the problem• Estaline 
Wilson suggested that such reading devices as r estating the 
problem in the form of a story gave the problem added meaning 
to the child . Another proposed aid was the dramatization of 
the problem situat ions t .o increase the children's understanding 
of what the problems were about . 
One must not fo r get the fact that the ability to read 
a problem does not i n its elf mean that the child understands 
the problem. Even t hough the child may be able to say the 
1ords and rephrase the sentences correctly in other words, he 
may still lack t he understanding necessary to solve t he 
~I 
problem. 
I n a study which ana l yzed certain factors which exerted 
an influence upon t he success or failure of sixth grade pupils §../ 
in solving problems , Grace A. Kramer discovered that one ot 
t he main reasons many children failed to comprehend t he meaning 
.!{ Estaline Wilson, .. Improving the Ability to Read 
Arithmet c Problems, " Elementary School Journal, 22:380•386, 
January, 1922 • 
. ~I Lee J. Cronba.ch, uThe Meanings of Problems, tt 
Aritlunetic ~· Supplementary Educational onographs, No. 66, 
October, 1948. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1948.)' 
Pp. 32-43. 
§./ Grace A. Kramer , .~ Effect .2! Certain Factors J..!4 
the Verbal Arithmetic Problem Upon Children's Success in 
SO'Iution. (University Studies in Education. Baltimore: John 
Hopkins Press, November 20, 1933), pp. 46•63. 
of the problm ·~as th t they s enl'Ched or t he cue in the 
problem and responded t o that rather than to the facts and 
situations presented i n t he problem. The childrnn used in 
her study encountered much mor e difficulty understanding the 
probl em uhen it contained a great amount of detail . 
Washburne and Osborne!/ discovered t hat har dly any of 
the c .dldren i n their study had any diff i culty visualizing the 
situations in one-l:3tep problems . Ho- i'ever:~ Vlhen t . " children 
encountered t ·wo-s tep pr•ob l ems , there was a s harp increase i n 
the i nability to visualize the problem. 
Readin~ the problem. To combat inac~~rate solutions 
traceable to eareless r eading of the problem, many teachers 
1 ave relied upon some for m of the problem analys is . The 
followi ng three steps are usually incl uded i n thi s method: 
what is given; what do I have to f i nd; what proces s shoul d 
I use? 
It is the opinion of teapher s ho employ this method 
in teaching problem solving t hat if the child answers each 
of th · abore ques tions, he has brought to light al the 
essential facts of the p.roblem. Cons equently~ there should 
be less chance of misreading the problem. 
J../ Carleton ·v . Washburne and Raymond Osborne, 1 Solving 
Arithmetic Problems , 11 Elementar~ Sahool Jour nal, 27:219-226• 
296-304, November and December; 19 6 . 
Through testing and 1nterv1ewing1 No1~ma M. Morandi§./ 
sought to discover the value of this procedu1•e by investigating 
the problem solving habits of childre.n ·ho had 'b e.en trained 
to fo~~ally analyze arithmetic problems. . orandi sought to 
determine if those children used the formal analysis steps 
or some other method of solution hen left to solve problems 
by whatever procedure they desired. Although her samplings 
were limited, hel' .findings were . consistent with other studies 
which have investigated the value of problem nalysis . Lor nd1 
dis covered that the pupils i n her study failed to use t he 
formal anal ysis method of reasoning which had been emphasized 
in their arithmetic course . These pupils failed to ollow 
any definite technique of approach in solving problems. In 
this small group experim ent, orandi found that the group 
performed as 1ell, if not better, "llhen they were allo ;ed to 
choose their o~m methods of reasoning than :rhen ·they ~·ere 
required to solve their problems through the formal anal ysis 
approach method. 
In a control group experiment , Washburne and Osbornei/ 
discovered that the children who were lett to rely upon their 
own resou rces of solving problems surpassed t he pupils who 
§./ Norma M. Morandi, "A Study of Formal Analysis in 
Problem Solving , " Unpublished .aster's Thesis 1 Boston Universit , 
1949 . 
~/ Washburne and Osborne , .22• £il•, pp. 219-226 
: .. J 
s!)ent time learning a defini to m.c~thod of robl em so l v ing . 
Thoy found that children in t he latter group "".:'Jere very prone 
in ana l yzing a problem correctly a nd solvlnt-:, it inc .)rrectly , 
or else so lving it correctly and an lyzing it incorrectly. 
Selecting the process . Difficulties r c sultin from 
the child's confusi n in not knm ing v:~hich process to uoe has 
always been a big f ctor in problem solving . This difficulty 
in c l 1 'lays present ·.r t here it=; a fr ilure to c ·::rmprehend t he 
r")ble!ll due to inferior reading ability or th~ inability to 
v:i. sua liz.e t he prohlE-.m s:i.tuetlon .. Ji:'~ren if the child i s c t pable 
of c omprehending and visuelizin.?' the situation , t here is no 
guarantee t1a.t he ·ill select the c rrect computational process 
\<vestlO/ cla i .uled that from 30 ~ er cent ·to 60 pc~r c ·nt of 
the errors in problem solving wore tbe result of lack of 
com rehensi:m . In his study , he discovered that there were 
a nul tiple number f t1:ays emp l::>yed by textbo'Jks in presenting 
roblems . This meant that child could not r e ly u on ;·t r' tic 
cues in decidin ~· u on ' '·'hich computationel rocess sh uld e 
used i n s. lving the problem. He had tj re ~ rt to critical 
think ing if he were to accurately d i n,;;;>n' se the oroblem and 
se lect th correct Lrocess . 
10 / Guy A. West , "The SKills Inv J.ved in 
Solvlngin Elementary Scho::>l Arithmetic , " :v1B them 
23 : 3?9- 381 , October , 1930 . 
-; l· Ji.• 
A rec-t.tr·rent; cause of difficul t;J vvas faun~ by 'N a:-:! :'lh'J.rne 
11/ 
and Osborne- to be the pupils t inab ility to transf13r n 
p:r-oc -,sn they knew to a Pl"Oblem r equ i:::-1ng wr :lJ~te11 >lork Hi1d 
r easoni g . They discovered t ' i s to b e t~' cas e e en when the 
ch lldren were abl e to <:~olve similar problems which. i nvolved 
smaller numbe:r-s. 
I~any children are able to correctly visualize, compre-
b. .... nd and sel e ct tho corre ct proc'lss for ,'?\. :oroblcm i·1volving 
s mall llt.lmb e:t .. s, bu t t h ey are unable to do so if the numbers 
alone are made larger. Many children wi ll t hen us e the first 
process to come to mind. 
:gj 
Choice .2!, problem. mater i a l. Unfamiliar vocabulary and 
situations have been under constant attack in rec nt years with 
t he ris ing s tat u r e of meaningful a:rithLletlc . Most new a r ith• 
rnc"C ic texts are present i ng problems whi ch are in t h e realm 
o f the pupil's ·mrl d as far as situation and vocabulary are 
concerned. 
~J hile Vashburne and Os b orne 13 / agreed that un-"'ami liarity 
ith t h e situation mus t be regarded as a difficu l ty fa.ctor in 
pr ob l em s olving, t ey found t'1.at it •.vas not as l arge a 
11/ Washburne and Osborne, .2.2• cit., 
-
PP• 219· 226 . 
12 / Brueckner, 
.211• cit ., 
-
p . 175 • 
J.-2./ 1Jashbur:ne and Osborne, .2.2• £ll·· PP• 296-304. 
difficulty . n m often sup~)0 :3ed . 
14/ Kr -mer- conclud ed t ha:l; prob lems \.'::1·· ch I!· erlj ·. r i tten 
th. G- eat est d if. icu lty or c, ild:t"·3n . Hov1ever, she id. 
i s cover that interes ting pr oblems f• iled ,o indu. .s .1o1•e 
successful ari tbJneti c reasoning , an(l they did not raise the 
eff i cie~cy r atA of solution . 
:!§./ . 
r·t 'I! as the opini on of Brueckner t hat t he en.rlch.-rncnt 
o f prob lems by the addition of.' viv i d deta :t.. ls and es cript 1.v e 
st:1tements 1nad e the p oblems nQ ..,as i er or more difficult f or 
the children to sol ve t han those which cons is t ed or s i mple 
concise statements . He reported t hnt some stud.ies had shown 
that due to increased reading difficulty or t h e longer problem 
created by t he addi tion of vivid and descript ive deta ils , there 
had been an i ncreas e i n the frequency of err ors on the part of 
pupils whose reading ability was be l ow average . Brue ckn.er 
recommend ed the concluf3ion rea ched by a nu.mber of inv·estigators 
which called for the use or problems dealing with interesting 
familiar situations . These investigat ions cited by Brueckner 
had shown proof that such problems are easier for pupils to 
solve t han those outside the i r range of experiences . 
li/ 
ll./ 
Kramer , l oc . cit • 
. ---- -
Bl~eckner , ££• cit . , p . 176 . 
/ 
~ proposed ~ ~ estimation. Even if the pupil is 
able to comprehend the situation presented by the problem and 
can select the correct process to solve it, he still must 
16 
conquer the most accessible pitfall as selected by Brueokner.-
That is, he must correctly perform the computation. 
A raw investigations and textbooks have suggested the 
practice or estimation or approximation as an aid for pupils 
to use as a guide in preventing absurd answers. Approximation 
is used in many quantitative situations where· an exact answer 
is not required in order to obtain usable ideas of t he 
quantities involved. 
In a problem such as "How does City A, population 81,309 
171 
compare in size with City B, population 319,845?"- the pro-
cedure or approximation is usable. Spitzer believes that with 
problems like his illustration, where .a rounded number serves 
the purpose , it makes for simpler and usually just as mean-
ingful thinking . 
l t~ 
some people make no distinction between the t wo processe , 
18/ 
approximation and estimating answers. Spitzer- defines 
approximation as the process of rounding ott the numbers in 
t he example or problem, and using the resulting computation 
l§./ Ibid., P• 1'75. 
l!/ Spitzer, ~· ~., p. 216. 
l!l/ ~. ill· 
of those figures as your answer. In the process of estimation, 
the exact answer is eventually determined while in approximatio 
it is not . Estimation involves firs.t rounding off the numbers 
and computation of the rounded numbers. and t hen perfprming 
the computation using the t'iguJ>es given in the problem. The 
exact answer is then compared with the estimated ans;er . By 
using this check method, the children can judge whether or not 
they have made a gross error in their various eomputatio.ns of 
the exact figures . 
The use of approximate answers and rounded numbers is 
recommended by Spitzer as a procedure which helps pupils in the 
mastery of problem solving. He also. feels that the practice 
of' oral solutions to problems gives the children good training 
in rounding numbers and in arriving at approximate answers • 
Children who learn to us e approximation in solving 
problems either orally or through the use of pencil and 
paper have confidence 1n their abi}gtY to solve problems 
when t he exact answer is demanded.--/ · 
Newcomb20/. in a six-week experiment with seventh and 
eighth grade classes , concluded that the results pointed to 
an advantage in estimating answers. In his study. a definite 
technique for estimating answers was given to the pupils along 









Estimation vas regarded by Bar ber- as a means of 
a l 1ost entirely doing avay with absurd answers. He felt t hat 
this practice could be made nearly as habitual and effective 
in school as it is i n the case of the practical computer. 
Barber believed tl1at if teachets ere persistent in requ iring 
estimation to be done , the habit would soon be xo rmed, and the 
procedure would produce results out of all pr oportion to the 
t i me it v~ ould take . 
Requi~ing the pupils to check t heir answers ith the 
estimated answer made before. t he a ctual solution as cited 
22/ 
by 1 e ·.comb- as a valuable type of check. 
23/ 
I n her study, Kramer- found very little intelligent 
es t imating was apparent l y done. She also d iscovered t hat 
reflective t h inking and verificat ion of their choice of 
operat ion as almost never carried out. 
24/ 
Wilson-- reported i mprovement from exercises which 
involved estimating answers and judging absurdities . One 
exercise asked pupils to judge whether answers were reasonable 
~/ He.:rry C. Barber • Tea chins Junior High School 
lfathemat1oe (Boston: Houghton if'flin Company,. 1924.) Pp. 15-1 • 
g],j Ralph S . Newcomb, Modern ·~athods of Teaching 
Arithmetic (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,-r926 .) P. 284 . 
23/ Kramer, loc. cit. 
~/ Estaline Wilson, Remedial ~ in Arithmet ic. 
Educational Research Bulletin, Vol. 2 ,. No . 19. (Columbus, 
Ohio: Ohio State University Press.) 
or absurd. The absurd ans-vers used had been actually given 
by pupils taking the Buckingham Seale Test . 
One of' the most elabol"ate studies regal'ding the value 
of estimating answers prior to solving arit;hmetic problerflS 
as carried out by D1ekey .25/ 
There are t~ o types of evidence or1. the value of 
estimating answers for t he improvement ot problem solving 
ability . One type is the opinion of expert~; the other 
type, the experimental results . 
All evidence of the opinion type is strongly in favor 
of estimating the an"'wer . ;)ef'ore the pl .. oblom .is solved. 
The estimated answer should be compared with the computed 
a:nsw.er . 
:'vidence of tha experimental type is meager and not so 
consisteH~lY in favor of the practice ot estimating 
mrr1ers ._._/ . 
The purpose of Dickey ' s study vas to investi ,at t he 
ef'""ect of practice in estimating answers to a.rithm tic problems 
on problem solving ability as tnea.su:t·ed by a standardized test. 
His testing groups consisted of' all t he sixth r ..... d\;; 
s t: dent in llaekensaok, Nev Jersey . At the begi nni ng of hia 
experiment , a standardized test :ras given to a l l t hose p pilsa. 
For tl1e following fifty days, during the first fifteen minutes 
ot th ir arithmetic period, these children were given ei ght 
problem a day to solve . 
~/ John W. Dickey, " ,,The Value of Estima.tin Answers 
to Arithmetic Problems and. Examples ," Elementary School 
Journal, 25:24-31, September , 1934. 
'?&../ l12!S·. pp . 24- 25 . 
1 7 
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The e:r:.p •rimental and control groups each consisted or 
t hre hundred pupils. The control group used their entire 
fifteen minutes in solvi._g t he Pl"'oblems . The experimental 
gro ::> pent the fi r st five. minut:;s estimating the a _swe!'s to 
the :."oblents . The remai ning ten mi n' tes w~n·e devot ed to find-
ing the exact ns'll el"'S ;o The expel"imental group children not 
only recorded thei r- estimated nsv ers on the mimeogJ'a.ph ,d 
problem sheet , but also on a separate paper 11hich as collecte 
ut the end of the Iirst five linu'Ces. 
Dickey regarded an estimated ansv er as follo ·:s : " ..,\11 
appr oximate ans er arl"ived at , ithout the help of objeetive 
materials such as paper and pencil, olls.lk and blackboal•d . u'E:l/ 
At t he completion of the f i fty days, a.nothet~ forn of 
28/ 
t h e st'" ndardized test ~'las admini .... !t ered.- The resu lts of the 
t ;vo tests vere compa1•ed to n.easuve the relative gains na.de by 
the experimental and control . roups . His conclusions ver·e 
as follows: 
That ••• {estimation) • , .was of value can not be d e i ed. 
The ga ins resulting from the practice period of fifty 
days 1ere tremendous . It is probably sa fest to ay that 
the value of estimating ans ere to arithnetic problems 
as carried out in "this experiment , is equ.al t o the value 
derived from the traditional pra ctice 1n problem s olving.~/ · · 
e:J.I ~·· P • 26 • 
. 28 / Ne~ Stanford Ac~i eveme t Test in Arit hmetic$ 
Forms V and • 
29/ Dickey, 22• cit., p. 30. 
I 
I 
He also found no significant superiority fol .. eit her the 
supo!•i or g1~oup or :t.ni'erior group over t he other . Th e superior 
group s howed an ad van cement of one grade , \1hile the inferior 
I•oup ' s gain was s l ight l y less than one g ... "adc, vhich v as a 
substantial a ch i evement . These findings were based on selecte 
groups of t wenty- eight pupils ~aeh . 
Dickey acknowledg ed in h i s concl usions the:t estimat ion 
might havo shown to better advantage had a standard techni que 
of ob tain1.ng estimated ansv1ors bee::'l 11sed. As it ~ ms , the 
estimations done by t he chi l dren in the Dickey study ~ere 
arrived at either by chan c ... or the 1nd:bd.dua1 ch ilo's own 
methods . It is safe to s ay that there were u ndoubtedly a 
l arge a:t•ray of h ph: zard estimates given b~ the chi ldren. 
Dickey conj ectui." ed that to profit to any great extent from 
est i mating answer s , a person ~ ~Otl.ld have to be rela tively 
mature i n judgment. 
In a study carried out by Wood, 30 / tvrenty•si:t sev-nth 
g:N:tdel~s and twenty ... s :tx eight graders, who had been t.au,-;,ht 
t he •ccr .... 1iques of est1~. at ion, sho 11cd more tha;:l one and. one .... hal 
years g.: .  in in problem olving ability after an extended period 
of practice devoted to estimat i ng as measured by a standardize 
test. 
f!!l/ l . o.ll ace 1 ood, " 11 Study of the Growth of fupils i n 
Arithmetic When Answer Approximation Is Emphasized. " Unpub-
lished Master ' s Thesis, State University of Io a, 1941. 
These Children rere given tr~ee tests at the beginning 
of the experiment, the Iowa Every-Pupil Arithmetic Tes t , -the 
New Stanford Aritlimetic Test , and the author ' s tes t to 
deter mine the estimating ability of the childt•en. 
For sixteen weeks, fifty minutes a week were devot~d 
to practice and discussion of answer approxi mation. The 
various t11ethods used in em hasizing estimation wer•e: lessons 
on roundint) nu.mberst tee!miques or estimating, and iscussion 
or the value of estimating; plftcing problems on the board, or 
having pupils read from their textbooks , und approx im·ting 
answers; hav:hlg pupils tel l · m · they A.pproxinvated t • 1eir 
answer v it a fo l lowing di.smts :-'l ion of the best me .hod used 
and \lhy it wets; h~wing pe .. pils npproximate ane··ers to p1•oblems 
a nd comp ring t ._em ·fi th the ·· ctual anS\'.rera ; ha\ring pup il.., 
appro.x:i.ma.te anl':.Hi'ers to problems and then '.: orking the some 
pr-obl ems for thtl exact ansviers in ordex• to find out hou many 
absurd nr..s wers could have been a.,roided if the exact answer 
had been compared 'dth the approximate answer; gi,ing ·he 
pupils a list of problems <:cn ~ llnvi~lg them cl ss ify the p:t:>o :~ l erc.s 
into t_lG o ~ es ln N"hich the ""::F~r.~ct {.,o,ns~ ·e:t•s were n.ocesse.ry an( in 
the onos in which only tLe · P ... r·oxirna. t e 0.!.1JWers were -~c cess a.r y 1 
c.n .. r;;ncoura (!:i .. n<.,. pt.pils to use a"i.SWer a pro.xirnation 11'hen sol'tl .. n 
ll/ 
all pro le e . 
Loc . c1.t .. 
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I 
'rhe pupils were again tested at the conclusion of the 
experiment. to determine if such a PJ. ogl"' a.IU had had any ' ffec 
on the gro· th OJ. the pupil;;) in ariti· etic . G ··nez•a l ·· ,:!provemen 
'tias f ound in a. l l tlu:•ee tests in problem aolvillg , co ptl·uationa.l 
aritb"letie, and ans~er approximation . The differ~nce in h e 
median f or the se-venth grad~ i n the Io ·;a Every- l'Upil J: ri tl eti 
Tes t sl o ~;e a r a·ter ga i n du:-.. .. ing tha :.:1 ixteen Vioeko of t c, 
expt;I' JI e1 t period than th- ·xp ct 6. gt: i to be mad b vt\' c · n 
tnid -·a:c> ix h grade and mid ~ear seventh gr"' e . In t w e ·; 
Sta.nfoi·d lll~i '·llli et ic Test , ~here vas an averd.ge gain of o •ven 
months c.n the rea~ · ning section ·nd seven molths on the 
eo put t ional seet ion . 
\: ' od umi ·e<A. ln £1i s ..:.Uh'lltal' - c 1apter that a o contl·ol 
group :::..s · se • it 1 s dif icul'i:i ·iio evaluate t .. 1c 1 lPl"ovanent 
shown hy h g:r•oups ., ap.d t '' Uo it could :t.ot be said. "'"hat; the 
gai nu v e • ent il•ely uue 'tO tl".!.o estima io rog:r•a.L .. lie d.i 
co .. clu.do t r1 ii:i.let· le:t• or o t answer approxiuat ion i s beneficia 
t o developing nlliaber- sensa a. 1d i s a._ .... id to p:r•oblu uc, lving 
ca. mot be proved at present . Ho eve;;.~ , if i t• :i:i&s as :..1u ch 
pro1r i e as has bt~€.m cr•odited "GO i t by , auy a.u l:itwr"" , the 
teachers and publis....,.ers s cu · place lllOI'G · l' phusis .n n:;.1.-''1er 
app_ o.t;:imat i on than i bei n,6 done at present. 
SUl MARY 
This chapter dealt with the sources of difficulty in 
problem solving. Brueckner 's reported chief causes of 
difficulty in problem solving as revealed by diagnostic studies 
were listed, and the remainder of the chapter included a 
discussion ot research done in hopes ot remedying those causes 
concerned with the elementary pupil. 
Under the category depicting failure to comprehend the 
problem due to inferior reading ability and inability to 
visualize . the problem, brief mention was made of Estaline 
Wilson's suggestions for making the reading of a problem more 
meaningful to the child, Grace A • . .Kramer's reported main 
reasons for children failing to understand the meaning of a 
problem, and Washburne and Osborne's conclusion regarding 
t he comparative d1f'ticu.lty in visualizing one-step and t 10• step 
problems. 
The second category discussed was the possibility ot 
overcoming errors resulting from carelessness in reading or 
misreading . Presented here were Norma ~ orandi' s and V ashburne 
and Osborne's findings dealing with the value of the formal 
analysis of problem$. 
West 's, W.ashburne and Osborne's, and Brueckner's view-
points on the reasons underlying the cause for confusion on 
the part of many children in selecting what process to use 
made up the third category presented in the chapter . 
Meaningful arithmetic and how it can aid problem solving 
difficulties as reported by Washburne and Osborne , Grace A. 
Kramer, and Brueckner was discussed briefly next. 
The final and main category presented the findings of 
Spitzer, Newcomb, Barber, Kramer , Wilson, Dickey, and Wood 
regarding the value of estimating answers prior to solving 
problems as a means of eliminating absurd ana ers arrived at 
through incorrect computations . None of these studies can be 
regarded as definite proof that the practice of estimation is 
beneficial to problem solving, and there is still much room 
for further investigation of the value of answer approximation. 
CHAPTER I I I 
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CHAPTER III 
THE ORGANIZATION AND PLAll OF THE I NVESTIGATION 
The initial phase or this experiment was the administra• 
tion or s t andardized tests in arithmetic reasoning and 
computation to all pupils involved in the investigation. Atter 
this testing, the experimental and control g~oups entered upon 
a practice period which involved the use of thirty problem 
worksheets. Upon the completion ot those daily exercises , a 
s econd form or the standardized tests administered at the 
inception or the experiment, was given to all pupils . The 
conclusions drawn from this investigation were based on the 
comparative growth of the two groups as registered by the 
standardized test in arithlnetic reasoning. 
Children from the fifth grade classrooms in tour schools 
comprised the groups which served as subjects tor this study. 
These schools were the Center School in Norton, assacbu.setta, 
the Plainville Elementary School in Plainville, assachusetta, 
the Sturdy School in Chartley, Massachusetts_, and the 
Barrowsville School in Barrowsv1lle , Massachusetts. All four 
or these schools were under the supervision or the same 
superintendent . 
The twenty- six fifth grade pupils in the Plainville 
School and the seventeen from Barrowsv1lle were designated as 
--- ---------- --- ----------- ----=====-= ===n===== 
the experimental group wh ile the thi rty childl ... en i n the Gentet• 
c- chool and the sixteen in t he Sturdy School li ere to el:•ve as 
the control group . At the start or t he experiment, all the 
classes Y'er - using t h e text , u 1odern-8chool Arit etio; New 
x.;dit1oh" .1/ During the course of' the experiment; the 
Plainville and t he Sturdy grou.ps s witched to a later 
publicutton of the same company,, n Arithmetic for Young 
American .!/ The regtllar classroom work of the Plainville 
School paralleled closely that of the Center School hil · the 
Barro ':sville and Sturdy schools moved f.llong uniformly at a 
Th experiment began in late December when all pupils 
we:r-e given t he Public School Publishing Companyt's test in 
3/ . . . . . !/ Arithnetio Reasoning- and Arithmetic Computation in order 
to e3tabl1sh the a.ri t hmetic ac lievement of' t he groups . 
l./ John R •. Clark, Arthur s . Otis,- Caroline Hatton~ and 
Raleigh ~chorling, Modern-School Arithmetic, !..2:! Edition, 
Grade ..2• (New York: World Book Company. 193'7) 
!/ John R. Clark, Monica M. Hoye, and Caroline Hatton 
Clark~ Arithmetic to_r Young Amel'ica, Grade Ji• ( Ne~ · York: World 
Book Com. any. 1949} · · · · 
. §./ Pu.blic School AchieV'ement Tests • (c) . Arithmetic 
Reasoning~ Form 1. (Gl'adea. 3 to 8), Jacob s. Orleans. 
(Bloomington, Illinois : Public School Publishing Company . 1928) 
!.l Pttblic School Achievement Teats, (b) Arithmetic 
Computation, Fom 1. (Gllades 3 to 8), JtAcob s. Orleans. (Bloomington, Illinoi : Public School Publishing Company . ~928) 
After this t esting, the members of the control group 
with tho beat scores ware i ntervie ed i ndivi dually by t he 
author to see if they tended to use estimation . This group 
cons isted of the five children from t he Center School and t he 
four pllp11s from t he Sturdy School ho had attained t he 
highes t ratings on the standardized reas oni ng test. At t he 
time of the interview. the children were presented three 
probl e • They ere asked it' t hey cou ld tell about ho 
much the answer ould 'be without doing the problem on paper . 
Onl y one pupil used estimation. One of the Center School 
pupils cor r ectly explained t he estimation procedure for the 
firs t example, but stated he would have to figure out the 
remaini ng t wo problema to arrive at; any type of an nswer . 
A f e ot the children attempt ed to compu:tate the exact figu.re$ 
mentally, but they didn't recognize the possibility or rounding 
off the numbers. The problems used were the tollo\ ing: 
1. It shoes s ell for ·9.80 a pair, ho :v mu.ch "ould 
19 pairs cost? 
2 . If 22 umbrellas cost ·'46.201 hat would be the price 
o:f one umbrella? 
3 . ·.1ami 1s 1480 miles from Boston.. Houston is 2310 
miles from Boston. How much tarther is it to Houston than to 
Miami? 
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The teaching phase of the study began immediately after I 
the .children had ~eturned to school from their Christmas 
vacation. Each one of the set or thirty problem worksheets 
consisted of five problems which were related to the work 
being done in the classrooms as well as being based upon the 
types of problems which average fifth graders are expected 
to be able to solve. The teachers of' these children e-re 
invited to suggest certain type problems they wished to be 
included at this time . Other textbooks besides those i n use 
at these schools were investigated so .as to give a complete 
coverage of the various types of problems usable for the fifth 
grade. The different methods employed in the teaching phase 
which involved the practice sheets will be discussed in a 
later section of this chapter. 
The practice period ran without interruption until 
the seventeenth of February when the schools closed for a 
eek. On that day, the two experimentfll groups were given 
a half•hou·r test involving estimation alone. The ti:t•st part 
of this test was a multiple-choice type. After each or the 
ten problems were tive poss.ible estimated answers. The child 
had to select that answer which was the best estimated answer 
tor t he problem. The second part or the test consisted of 
ten problems for which the children had to find the estimated 
answer. No figuring on paper was allowed. 
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Follo 1ng their return to school after ~acat1on, all 
the children i ere given the fina~ worksheets to refresh their 
memories . Then the second form of the standardized tests in 
ar1th~et1e reasoning and computation ere dministered . Thi s 
ended t h main segment of t he exper1ment . 
The methods of teaching in the two groups during the 
practice period have been set up as tollo s so the ·contrast1ng 
procedures may be noted. 
Control GrouR 
From the very first 
. day,. these pupils ~rere given 
a problem worksheet to do 
each morni ng . The Sturdy 
School . classroom teacher 
conducted these practice 
essions 1th her own group. 
The invest1.ga.tor and the 
principal of the Center 
School were in charge during 
these periods at the Norton 
Center s ehool . 
There was no intro~ 
duetory dis~ssion on methods 
of solving problema. 
Experimental Groun 
During the first week 
of the practice period, the 
experimental pupils ere 
introduced to the techniques 
ot estimation. This was done 
in both the Plainville and 
the Barrowsville schools by 
the a:u.th.or . No member or 
either experimental group 
had previously used the 
estimation procedure when 
solving problems . 
The tirst step in 
learning the techniques ot 
estimation involved having 
the children develop compe• 
tence in rounding off correct· 
ly and rapidly the numbers 
hich they met in their 
problems. Moat of the eh11-
d~en quickly recognized when 
to round ott a number to the 
nee.re.st tens and when to do 
so to the nearest hundreds 
depending upon the size of thE 
units used in the problem. 
This practice was 
followed by the teaching of 
the methods to be employed 
in estimating tor the various 
computations. They were 
taught the following teeh ... 
niquea for the different 
types of problems • 
1 . An airplane flew 
1218 miles in six hours. How 
many miles an hour did it 
average? 
3il 
(In dividing, ask your 
self ho ~. any 6 t s there ar 
1n 12. There are tvro . That 
12 represents the hundreda 
column ao you have to add 
t o zeros after t he t · o t o 
sho that. it is the hundreds 
column. Your estimated 
answer is 200 m:tles .) 
2. How much change 
would you receive from 10 
if you paid ·6.98 for a hat 
and 1.98 for a pair of 
gloves? 
(Change the ~ 6 .98 to 
$7 and the 11.98 to 2 . Add 
the two together and you have 
spent approximately 9 . Thus 
your estimated answer is 1.) 
3. Janet's mother 
bought four dozen eupcakee 
at 48¢ a do~en , How much 
did she have to pay for themt 
~'l u. 
(Change the 48¢ t 50¢ 
Four timf>S 50¢ is 1'2 . That 
1a your est imated ans1f er. ) 
4. · iss B:rown told 
her class that their Spelling 
books cost 96; each. How 
much did the books cost for 
that class or thirty pup1lst 
{Change the 96¢ to 1 . 
Thirty times 1 is 30.) 
5 . Suaie•s mother 
bought SiX yards of ribbon 
at 49~ a yard and eight yards 
of lace at 27¢ a yard . How 
rmch did .s he have t o pay 
altoget her for her purchases? 
( Ch!ll ge the 49¢ to 50; 
and the 27¢ to 30¢. Six time 
50; is $3~ and ei ght times 
30¢ is 2 .40. Add them and 
your estimated ans .er is 
$ 5.40.) 
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The control group chil• 
dren were alloVIed fifteen min-
utes in which to solve their 
fiv e probl ms . 
6. Bill earns $9 a 
in a year? 
(Change the 9 to ~10 
and the 52 eeks to 50 . To 
rr~ltiply a . r~ber by 10, add 
a zero to the .nu.mber . Five 
hUndred dollars is your 
estimated answer .) 
? . ~hat is the ar-ea 
of' a lot 19 ft. ~ ide and 
29 rt. longf 
(Change the 19 to 20 
and the 29 to 30. Two tintes 
30 is 60 and add a zero as it 
is 20 and not 2 by vh ich yo~ 
are multiplying. Your 
estimated answer is 00 sq . t .) 
Following the one-week 
introductory period, the 
experimental pupils used 
ten minutes of each day 's 
t wenty-minute practice per iod 
to estimate t "l<? answe):\t:. t .. or 
t 1e r1~1e ~ r oblems o:n t he 
wor ksheet . !nstvnd of 
collecting the set of estimat 
ed answers aA Dickey had done 
the i!l.vest;tgator v1ent around 
. the room cheokil1g the ch1l• 
dren's estimations. After 
all five estimations had 
been checked as corr ect, the 
pupil could begin f inding t he 
exact answers.. At the Plain-
ville a ehool rhere thel"e - ere 
t wenty•s1x ptl.pils , the class-
room teacher sometimes ass i st 
ed in correcting the estimat-
ed answers . 
At the ehd of t he ten 
minut e estimation period , a.ll 
the chilc'tren were told to 
s te.rt solving t he problems. 
If one of the problems seemed 
eape~i.ally hard for nearl y al 
the children, the eP timated 
ana er was given to t he class 
Tho pupils vcre made eon eiou. 
of the aid provided by check• 
ing their exe_ct ans ~mrs • i th 
the es,t ima ted anm ers to see 
if t hey had worked the prob-
lem correctly and ho.dn•·t made 
an outstanding error i n t heir 
computation. 
Usually, after the con- During the ten minute 
trol group ' s papers had been solving period, t hose finish-
collected, the problems were ing raised their hands and 
done on the blackboard or oral ly their papers were corrected 
in cl ass . The Sturdy School 
teacher al ~ays u sed this pro ... 
cedure. 
OceasionaJ.ly1 t he in-
vestigator corrected the 
papers a+. the individual's 
desk s o he could see his own 
mistakes. The other procedure 
us ed was to pass back the 
corrected papers the next day , 
and then go over them with the 
class . 
at their desks. As the chil-
dren became very familiar 
ith the prQblems dur ing the 
estimation period, t he ten 
minute working period usually 
provided ample time for all 
the pupil s to finish t heir 
work and have t heir papers 
correct ed at t heir desks. 
Only when pers i stent 
difficulty i th a problem 




During the course of the 
exper1ocnt, the control eroup 
did onl~ the pencil and p~per 
ork r equired by the da1lf 
problem worksheets. 
the problem taken up for 
t.l.iscuso1on folJ.o"'ti rt. t he 
colle~"'t5.on of .._ c;; papers .. 
The experimental group 
-ae given t he t e t on es t ima• 
tion dlscu.nsed previou l y i n 
this chapter. 
The administration of In tho socond form or 
the second form or the standard• t he standardized test in 
ized t ests in arithmetic reason• arithmetic reasoni ng, the 
ing and computation marked the experimental group children 
end of the experiment for the ·.:rare required to estimate 
control group. the ansvfers to eertA-in prob-
lema ch eked by t h . author 
before trying to solve them. 
Follo ing the close 
of t he experiment , the t o 
experimental grou ps 1 ra 
given t wo sets of pro lern 
1'orksheets a imi lal" to those 
us ed in the practice period. 
The first set 'IJ· a.s given t\VO 
v, eeks after t he a.~~in1strat 1om 
--- ------< . _I 
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of the second form of' the 
stu:nd.ardiz ed test . On this 
set 1 t~hey 11 ere allowed to 
solve the problems as they 
wished. Estimation as not 
required.- This was done to 
ascer•tain \Jh.e,the.r or not 
estimat ing the answers before 
solving had. become a part 
ot their practice in problem 
solving. 
Two weeks later, the 
other set was given. In this 
case, they were required to 
estimate betore t hey solved 
the problems • The pu.rpos e 
of this set was to determine 
if the ability to estimate 
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had been retained. , and also I 
to see ho w the practiee affec ... 
ed thei.r problem solvi ng 
ability w.i t· .out const .nt 
p:re.ctiee • . This ended the 
experi ment. 
total of eight y • nine pupiJ.G ere avl?..iJ..able for +h is 
study, forty- three in the experimentnl gl"ov.p a. d :fol"'ty - si:x i n 
t _e control grou p . ollow:tng the t .nitia.l ac.rn.1.n i ::.-t at on or 
the stn:nd ro.ized tests, a frequency d.istrit ttion tnble w .s s et 
up on the basis of the reasoning t est sc rea. As thes e ests 
·.;ere scored by ?A , '7B, 6 , . 6B, etc., ani ns the s cales f or the 
tt o forms were not identical, a set a!.'b~.trary va l u e was nssi n -
ed to each rade score for use in equating the groups . The 
equating of the groups :vas achieved by fir t cU.squ nl!fyil10 
three control pupils to arrive at equal. number groups,. a d 
then elim.1nating an equal number of cat1es in each gr oup until 
the mean and standard deviation of the t wo groups compar ed · 
favorably enough to term the groupa aR be.ng equatedw 
It was necessary to elim1nat sl.x pupils from each 
group before the two groups were equated. hus each group 
~as comprised of thir ty• seven pupil~t Control --Center School 
25 , Sturdy School 12; Exper1mental--PJ.a1nv1lle School 23 1 
Barrovsville chool 14. 
After the admi nistrntion of thE:~ second .orh of the 
reasoning test at the end of t he exper:t.ment , a fr~quency 
distribntion of those s cores for t he thirty- seven pupils i n 
eaeh gro p as plotted. The means nd the standard deviations 
of those group scores were compared \11 :ltb. the groupe t means 
and standard deviations on the init ial testing, and from thes e 
s tat istics, the concluslon drawn from this study Here ree. ched. 
CHAPTER IV 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
Pre-experimental status. The initial status of the 
pupils ' ability in problem solving was obtained by the 
administrat ion of the Public School Achievement Test in 
Arithmetic Reasoning . On the basis of those test results, 
the control group and the experimental group were equated. 
Table I shows a frequency distribution of arithmetic 
reasoning scores for t he control group and the experimental 
group at the beginning of the experiment. The grade scores 
for the Public School Achievement Test are expressed as "A" 
for h i gh level at grade and "B" for low level at grade._ 
The data in Table I reveal that the mean for the control 
group for the initial test was 15.46-·high fourth grade. The 
standard deviation was 4 .07 hich made the score range for one 
s tandard deviation from 11.39 to 19.53. Twenty- eight of the 
thirty•seven pupils i n the control group fell within this 
range . 
The mean for t he experimental group for this test was 
15.32--hi gh fourth grade . Tho standard deviation was 3.50 
which set the range for one standard deviation from 11.82 to 
18 . 82 . T !Venty-f.ive of the thirty- a even experimental group 




FREQUENCY .DISTRIBUTION OF PRE-EXPERIMENT SCORES 
FOR THE CONTROL GROUP AND THE EKPERI ENTAL ·GROUP FRO THE 









































Us in~ Lindquistts . test of significance for di ff renee 
fornn:tla f or experi ments V: hich have only small samplings , 
- [1 - M2 •11 it 
'-N1o2J. N2o
22\(N1 N2~ 
\ Nl N2 - 2 ) \ N1N2 ) 
- -
as determined that 
t le standard error of the difference was . 86, and the critical 
' ratio (t-ratio) was .16. The t-ratio of .16 indicated that 
t he small difference found for the mea:as as probably due to 
chance and that no real difference exis ted between the means 
for the experimental and control groups . In Lindquist's 
formula, 11 M111 and "M2" represented the obtained means of the 
t wo groups . "o1" and "ogn were the respective standard 
deviations for the two groups , and "N" indicated the number 
or cases in each group . 
Changes during 1b-.2 experimental period . During the 
course of the experiment; the children in the experimental 
group were trained in t he techniques of estimation and were 
required to put this practice into operation in the solving 
of t hirty problem worksheets . Meanw~ile t he control group 
concentrated only upon the solving of the problems presented 
i n t he worksheets . After the completion of the thirty work• 
s heets, the Public School Achievement Teet in Arithmetic 
l/ E. F. Lindquist , ! First Course in Statistics 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1942 .) P. 138 . 
:./ 
Reasoning, Fo~n 2, · as g i ve 1 t o all the ~upils, Table II 
ho s a f'r ..... que cy dis t l"ibution of t he s ool"'es made by the 
control group and the experimental group in this post-experimen 
test . · 
The .mean for the control group in the post-experiment 
test 1<As 18 .08-• lo 'J fi.f'1~h grade- ... with a standard deviation 
of 5 . 5"' . The range for one s tandard deviation was 12 . 55 to 
23 . 61 . and t enty- seven of the thirty• seven chil dr en i n the 
group made s core-~ entering that range . 
:Mean: ~hile the experimental group raised their mean t o 
20 . 43 v,rhich was equivalent to high fifth grade . The standard 
dev i ation for t his group was 5 . 19 which established t he 
score r ange for one standard deviation fro 15 . 24 to 25 . 62 . 
Twenty- three of the thirty• seven pupils registered scores 
vi thin those bounds . 
The standard error of the diffe r ence for t hese test 
r esults was 1 . 2 and the t - ratio 2 as determined by the 
small s amplings formula . The t - ratio of 2 is significant at 
the 5 per cent level which means that ni nety- five out or 
one hundred such experiments would show results favoring the 
practice of es t i mation. 
1"'hen the groups are as smal l as those u sed in this 
study. t he statistical techniques are not too dependable . 
Ho ·rcver, the statistical data do serve as further evidence that 
~3 
TABLE II 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIOll OF POST• EXPERI 1ENT SCORES 
FOR THE CONTROL GROUP AND THE EXPERI MENTAL GROUP FROtl THE 
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the experimental group sho ed a fairly decisive gain over the 
control group in this small group experiment during the t hirty 
problem wor ksheet practice period. In terms of grade norms, 
the control group increased t heir mean only half a grade while 
the experimental group raised t heir mean a hole grde . 
The gro 1th on the part of both groups as a r ewult of 
the concentrated practice in problem solving is sho m in 
Table III . Here the comparative frequency distributions of 
the t t.ro groups in the pre- experiment test and t he post-
experi ment test clearly indicates t he upward swing brought 
about by i mproved problem ·solving performance . 
TABLE II I 
COMPARAT IVE FR~UENCY DISTR IBUTIONS OF PRE- EXPERI MENT TEST 
KND POST- EXPERIMENT TEST SCORES FOR THE CONTROL GROUP AND TETE 
J:."'XPERir.IENTAL GROUP FROM THE PUBLI C SCHOOL ACHI EVEMENT TEST 
IN AR ITHMET I C REASONING 
Control Group Exp~rimen.tal. Gro:up 
Grade Score Pre-test Post•test Pre-teat Post•test 
7A 2 1 
r/B 2 6 
6A 2 1 a 
.B 4 5 2 3 
5A 8 6 '1 9 
5 7 5 4 4 
4A '1 10 14 6 
4B 6 3 '1 2 
3A 4 2 2 
3B 1 
aean: 15.46 18.08 l.5,32 20 .43 
S . D. : 4.07 5.53 3.50 5 .19 
s . E. M: . 67 .91 . 58 .85 
The majority of tl1e experimental group children grasped 
t he techniques of estimation quite rapidly , The poorer student 
encountered s ome difficulty in attempt i ng to compute mentally 
Jith rounded numbers , ar1d they also experienced r!lUch mor e 
difficulty in sel ect;tng which process to use in order to 
cor rectly solve the problem. 
o· _e of t he chief advantages credited to .est i mating by 
most tGxtoook authors has been the elimination of absurd 
tll'lS H:).rs . There was a sharp decrease i n the frequ.e:nc of absul~d 
answers given b~r the experimental group pupils in the second 
r•easoning test as compared to the first test results . Using 
j us t the types of problems wi th which they had come in co-ltact 
w1 t h du.ring the experiment , and not considering any of the "Jild 
gues ses made on l'lighel .. grade probl ems in the lattet• part of the 
achievement test , the r esults were as follows: the experimenta 
group had a count of 121 absurd answers on t he first test--
Plainville s 1xty• n1ne, Ba:Pl"'Ow.sville fifty•two--while in the 
se co~1.d test such absurdities numbered sixty-seven--Pl·~inv:t.lle 
t wenty-nine, Barrowsville thirty- eight . Meanwhile the COl'ltl"Ol 
group accumul ated 126 absurd answer s on the fir st test .. - :Norton 
ninety-seven, Sturdy t wenty ... nine . On t he second test, 118 
such answers were given with s eventy- nine being char ged against 
Norton and thirty-nine to the Sturdy group . Judging by t hese 
.' 
results, it ;rould appear that concentrated practice including 
li 7 
the practice of c .. t i •• uti on in col ving pr•oblems is more 
b ~neficinl in t en · ing t o -liminate · bsur d answers than is an 
i dentical len'-'!th pe'I'iod. of only concentrated. prnctice in 
solv ing the Pl"Oblems ... 
One of the dangers in estimation observed in this study 
w ..., t h a t f1•e q,uently a ch ild estim.<-~ted ubsv.rdly Vl!wn he s elected 
~1n. incori' ect pl'Ooesa i n his a t t empt to s ol:t~e H problem. Eueh 
a n es t i mated v.nswer ~ as rnisleuding to t h e child f'or· uhen h is 
r eal ansvH~I· approximated the absul'd est ima.ted answer ~ he 
mistalrenly believed his s olution was correct. In cases V.'here 
t he a"t1EV.rd answer was the r esult of a compu.tationo.l erro:t•, 
t he cor r e ctly perfoi•med es timated answer was reeponsible for 
i mpr"'Q ed perforr...!lanee .. The answers given in the fil,st reasoning 
test by the t vro h i ghest - ranking members of the Pla inville 
uxperimental grou.p illustl"ate t h is point . 
The problem was: "How many :l l4 coats can yo ·. buy for 
rx"8'>u2/ 1V I- • -. 
The answers given by these two top pupils were 2'700 
e.nd 4292 . The child who gave t he first answer made a correct 
choice of computation, but incorrectly add.ed. two zeros to her 
answer . One might conjecture t hat her reason for this mistake 
resulted. from contusion in dividing money by money . As t his 
error was made before t he i ntroduction of the techniqu es of 
§./ Public School .Achievement Tests (c) Arithmetic 
Reasoning , Form 1 . (Grades 2 t o 8 ). Jacobs . Orl eans . 
(Bloom! ton Illinois : Publi~~~~ Publishin Com an 
i 
II 
estimat:t n, i t is inp( ~w f b:t." t c t :.·. rl" e · he Jhe o·' not sho 
\7oul. La'\re correc .ly e~ timHted "-he r-tnsvmr a r.d thu s hnve realize 
the absurdness of her given answer . 
The answer• of 4292 g iven by the other pupil clearly 
indicated th,t she misunderstood the problem v..nd mult i pl ied 
the tL·o numbel"S . It W(:.u lc1 seem safe to say that if she ad 
ef:lti::mt d first, she would have r01 .. :.n<led the numbers and 
li11.11 t1plied . Then \<hen h r answer of t!.:292 com:p ·_r-ed fnvora'bly 
v;.ith her estimated ans1.:;.;er, disregar•d:in.g her- omission of the 
dollar s 1.gn as E~ho did , f: e wou.ld ha,.re rnis tHkcnly bel h-:,;•ed 
her ~.n.::-uer ·ms correct . 
The difficulty cited nbove \"an certatnly the r.ost 
apparent pitfe,l l of estimating . As ention.et'. pre,riously, the 
basic t echniques or estimating su ch as ro 1nding off nun1bers . 
rrt\.1.lt1ply1ng by tans 1 and approximeting quotients were readily 
unders tood by most or the children. At the begi nning of the 
experLtent , mistr,.kes resulting from the i ncorrect choice of 
procesc ·uere common. As the chilo.ren obtair1ed mOl'e exper ience 
in solving problems, they became more adept at selocting the 
correct process , and both experimental groups --especially tho 
Ple.inville group ... -were surprisingly quick in arriving at their 
estimated and correct ans• ters . 
One of the main contribu.tions of est:tmatlon t o problem 
solving as recognized in t h is in.vestigat1.on was t hat th , 
practice of estima.tingcalled for a more careful reading of the 
problem and eliminated many errors caused by misreading the 
problem. The control group children were more prone to quickly 
read a problem, jot dO\Vn the figures immediately, and then 
follow through with their computation.. In contrast, the 
experimental children worked with the problems much more 
carefully to determine which teelmique of estimation they had 
to use for that particular problem. Then they had to read the 
problem again in order to ·determine which process they had to 
use Yith their transfigured numbers . Finally, the actual 
solving of the problem required a third reading . 
The above conclusion that estimation required a more 
careful reading or the problem and a better chance of correct 
interpretation was borne out by the two post-experimental 
tests given the expex•imental groups . The first test was given 
two weeks after the completion of the experiment and called for 
the children to solve five problems . They were given optional 
choice with regards to estimating. Three of the twenty-three 
Plainville pupils made use of' their estimation praet:i.ce . Two 
of these pupils had perfect papers while the third child had 
four out of five correct. The scores for the remainder of the 
group were well below their standard of ·1ork on the same type 
of papers during the course of the experiment.. In this latel' 
test, none of the fourteen Barrowsville pupils estimated before 
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solving their .problems. Their scores also were below the 
average they had maintained during the experiment. 
'l'he second test of five problems was given t~ro weeks 
later--four weeks after the close of the experiment. This 
test required estimation before solving. There was some 
evidence of a slight deere~se in estimation proficiency on the 
part of the poorer pupils as compared to their ability during 
the_ latter pal"t of the experiment. However • the good and 
average pupils had retained their estimating ability and 
achieved more satisfactory scores than they had on the test 
where they had not estimated. The comparative scores made in 
these two tests are shown in Table IV. 
The Barrowsville group was sharply divided by this 
second test. Six of the children faired very poorly in this 
test in both estimating and solving. Six other children did 
exceptionally well , two of them scoring five out of five, and 
the other four having four out of five correct. The other 
two pupils performed at the mediocre level which was consistent 
~ith their experiment performance, Considering that only two 
· pupils from this group had been up to grade level at the 
beginning of the experiment, it was very pleasing to find 
six of them performing so well a month after the completion 
of the e~periment. 
s~'"~s tor: u n rv:;:r:; ity 
.Scl1ool of Ed uc~t ion 






FR rQUENCY DISTRI BUTI ON OF PERCENTAGE 
SCORES OF EXP:tm i ME1TTAL GROUPS FROU THE T170 
. P0°T-EX.PEHIME!:J:i' PROBLEM WORKSHEE~'S 
r Plainville Barrows ville 
Estimation Optional Required e Es timation Optional Required 
100 2 5 2 
so 3 7 2 4 
60 10 4 3 
40 5 5 4 2 
20 3 1 2 4 
0 1 3 2 
All four of the teachers of the pupils used i n this 
experil!lent expressed their pleasure at their pupils' improved 
post- exper iment performances i n problem solving. They praised 
t he confidence with which the children attacked probl ems a.nd 
were pleased to report that the old dread of problems had 
s. l:rnos t entirel y disappeared, and t hat the results Vifere more 
satisfying. 
IndiVidual group changes. From Table V, it will be 
noted that t he mean of each experimental group was raised a 
full grade. The Plainville fifth grade increased t heir 
ach ievement scores from low fifth to lov; sixth while the 
Barrowsville fifth grade progressed from a high fourth grade 
mean to a high fifth grade mean . 
There was a range of low fourth to high sixth i n the 
Plainville group for the pre-experiment test,. The range in 
the post-experiment test was high fourth to low seventh. 
Twelve of t he twenty-three pupils were at or above grade level 
on the first te$t 1 while twenty ot the twenty-.three reached 
that level in t he second test. Their advancement in arithmetic 
reasoning was paralleled by a comparat ive gain i n computational 
~· work during this period. Though no table has been provided 
which shows t he results for the computation test., the mean for 
t he group in the initial computation test was high fourth as 
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Whereas the standard deviation for the r easoning tests incr ease 
f rom only 3 . 03 to 4 . 23, t hat for the compu·tation tests advanced 
f rom 4 . 41 to 6 . 53 . The percentage of pupila attaining grade 
l evel scores progress ed fror. 39 per cent to 83 per cent . 
The range of scores for the rea~oning test in the 
Barre sville group varied from high t hird to l ow sixth i n the 
i nitial test to l ow f ourt h to high seventh in t he final t st . 
During this s ame period, t he range of scores i n t he computation 
tests remained constant at h i gh t hird to l o1' f ifth , and the 
mean \"\'as r a ised only half a grade--from l o · fourth to high 
f ourth. I n the final reasoni ng teat, there were seven 
additional pupils to attai n grade level scores for a total or 
nine children, ·hile i n t he final c~mputat1on test t here ~as 
only an i ncrease of two fo r a total of four. 
F1•om Table VI, it will be noted t hat one of the control 
groups --the orton Center School fifth grade~-also raised their 
mean a full gra.de for t he reasoning test . The remai n i ng group 
used in the experiment••the Chartley Sturdy School fifth grade-
did not raise their mean which r emained static at a lo fifth 
grade level tor both tests . 
The Center School increased their mean from h igh fourth 
to high fifth with litt le r esu lting change in the standard 
deviat ion . The range for the initial test was from low t hird 
to h igh sixth while for t he final test, it ranged from high 
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T.i\ 1E VI 
Fil~UENCY DISTRIJ3U'riO!i 0 ~ THE PRE- l!IXPER I 1 ENT 
T-'ST AND POST• EXPER I MENT TEST SC0rU~S FOR THE CONTROL GROUPS 
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third to high s venth . The "erc .~ntaee of pu.pil a chieving 
lev 1 w o (~nl~.rged from 46 per cent~ eleven out of 
~·five , to 69 per c nt, sev ntcen out of t~d~nty-fiv , 
was a substantial g in . 'l'he compara-~ive fl 0 Ul' -1s fo1 .. t he 
computatiOrJ. te ... t showed only a half grade ga.in in t e m-a n-- -
from '_igh fourth to lov: f ift-h . The nu ~b"'J t' of pupils - chit::;Virtg 
grade 1evcl scores ~s.s inex•eas ed from t··~~lve to sixteen. 
In analyzing the tes results fo1... the other cont:r·ol 
gro p--the Sturdy group• • it is i mpossible to determine the 
factor ;;hich v1ould explain their failure as 8. group to have 
ShOWT1 impx•ov-ement • Of the ttrelve tnembers in the group _, five 
shot cd lmprov men , s:tx registe!•ed a lo ·er score on t he second 
test than they ha.d on the initia l reasoning test , and the 
r 1 ainin0 pupil made an io.enti ct:J,l score on both tests . The 
five s h o·-dng impro ed performance raised their sco1 ... es from a. 
full grade to a gr•nde and a half . This latter gain was a ch i ve 
I 
b- thl"'ee pupils . Meanwhile )I two pupils made scores a grad and I 
a half lelow thei r first test scores, two "~>ere a grade below, 
and the o·the:r two children were a half gre.de belo -'-heir 
original scores . In the case of' one of the pupils scoring a 
grade a nd a half lower, the r eason for his failure could be 
ttributed to a changeable att itude . Dul'ing the administration 
of the first test. he orked out the problems conscienti ously . 
t st , lle refused to attempt a solution for most o f 
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t he prob lems. He performed i n t h e same errat ic manner t hrough 
out t he exper i ment a l period . 
1'he Sturdy group sho7ed. an increase of a. half gr a de i n 
their mean for t he computation tests - - from lo J fourth t o high 
fourth . Their s tandard deviation was ext1•emely h i gh in bot h 
cases --8 . 52 for the first and 8 . 80 for t he second . The:r•e '.m.a 
only a small incr ease 1::;.'1 t he number of pupils attai ning . grade 
l evel cores . T ·fo. pupils a chieved t h a t mark i n t he firs test I 
'I wh1 .;;: f our of them i:HJJ."e succes sful i n cloing so in the f i nal 
corttp!ltation t st . 
I 
The range for this group i:n. the co L utation I 
tJsts. v.ra s al::I O more static than the othe:t"' groups . Fo. the 
fi·,st test , the sco:r~es ran.::red f1•om low third to h igh fif'th 
while in the f i nal test , the l"'a:nge ws.s fl"Om lou thil" to lot.r 
fifth . 
and the pos t-experi ment tl.;}st 8l"G.<. e seol"es foJ::• the i ndiv:tdual 
gr oups composing t h \:J control and expel"im ntal groups are ~:tven 
i n Tables V a:1.d VI • 
Individual pqpil changes. There were many grat i fy ing 
and surprising individual gains uncovered by t his experiment. 
Tables VII and VIII show t he comparative scores made by t he 
ind i v i dual pupils on the t wo f orma of the test i n arithmetic 
reasoning. In Table VII, which represents this data on the 
TABLE VII 
COl\lPARA1fiVE GRADE SCORES ATTAI NED 
BY ME!ffiERS OF CONTROL GROUP IN PRE- EXPERI illN.T 
AND POS'l' • EXPERI MENT REASONING TBS'rS 
NOl"'ton Center Chartley Sturdy 
Grade sc·ore Pre-teat Post- test Pre-test Post-test 
7A N•4 S·l 
rrs I~ ·l,ii•5 
6A N..:.2,N-l2 
6B l~ ·l, N-2, N• 61 N-'l, N•2l s-1 s-s,s -9 
N•3 
5A ll-41N•5, N-3;N-ll, s-2~8-3, 
n•6, :N-7, N.;.l5;N•l6; s -4 
l'~ -8 N•l8, N•l9 
5B n-9 , 1~-lo, N•9, N·l4, S-5,8•6, S • ll, S•l2 
. , ,, Ii•ll .N- 20 S-7,8·8 
4A .. -. ·:· U·l2 1 1i..,l3 , · t~ ·e,N-10• S - 9 s ... 2,s ... :.;, 
U•l4 1 Iq•l5., · N•l3, lq ... 22, s -7 .s-a 
U•l6 1 N•l'7 N•23,N•25 
4B li-18 1.U•l9• N•l7 S•10 , S- 1l S - 4 , 8-10 
N·20,N- 21 




control grou p,. t he lett er '~N" d enotes pupils from t he Nort on 
Cent er School• while t he lett er " S 11 indicates pupils from t h e 
St urdy School. Thu.s i n the tabl e . l1 •1 represents t h.e Norton 
:p-t.lp11 who attai ned the highest score in t he first r easoni ng 
test . In the pre- experiMent test . this pupil made a rade 
score of low sixth, while i.n the post - experiment tes t h is 
radc scor e was rais ed to 1ov1 seventh. By using thin tabla , 
one can readily discern the ind1v1.dua1 changes in , rithmot i c 
reason ing ability which o ceurreo. during tho cours e of t h e 
experiment . 
Two control cases v;orthy of mention 'i7ere (" - 9 and l- 4 . 
The p t p il shOt n as S • 9 had ~ lways been regarded a s a ;00!' 
arith."TTet1c student. Her tn1 t 1a l test score of hig .. fourth 
grade wns cons :ldered an honest apnrai};H::\.1 of her ari th.'Tic ,io 
reasonin~ ability .. Throl..:,h cons ,-:!'ientiou$ e f()rt, she ';ms bJ. .. 
t o mak~ ~ 3r .de s core or lo~ ~1xth gra e in ~or final t es t . 
cnpabl 
bein.g inferior to the top tier t:n h 1.s clas s . Hts ftnnl tes t 
s core of h1'1"h s eventh f,rade earned for h~.m the hone:':' of' h ighcct 
r ank i n h is cln.s ~ nnd. i t t ted the best score made by rry 
pu!'l'l l conn cted ·~1 :l.th thit' study . 
The 1nd1v~.du.al perfor; nnces of t he exper:lmont o.l group 
members arc s .om in. Tabl-, V II. The letter " P" r ·presents 
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'!'ABLE VIII 
COMPARAT IVE GRADE SCORES ATTAINED 
BY MEMBERS OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IN PRE- EXPERIMENT 
AND POST• EXPER![ENT REASONING TESTS 
Plainville 
Grade Score Pre- test Post- test 
Barrowsville 













P-3 ~ P-4 , 
P• 5, P• 6, 
P-'7~P·8 
P- 9 .P- 10, 
P- ll, P-12 
P• l3 1 P• l4 ; 
P· l5, P· 16, 
P•l'7 , P•l8, 
P•l9 
P• 20, P- 211 
P- 22,P•23 
P-l, P- 2, P-3, 
P•4, P- 5 
P• 9, P-12, P·l3,. 
P-16, P• 18 
P- ll ,. P- 19, P- 20 
P-'7 , p ... a , P-17, 
P- 23 
P- 6, P- 14, P· l5 
P- lO , P• 21 
B• l 
B- 2 B~3 ,B-5 ,B-6 
B•ll, B- 13 
B- 12 
B- 3 , B-4 , B• 7 , B- 8 , 
B- S,B- 6, B·lO, B• l4 
.e-7 ,a ... s, 
B-9 
B• lO, B· ll, B- 9 
B-12 
B• l3,B- 14 
pupils from the 1 Plainville School while the initial "B" s tands 
for the Ba~row sv1lle pupils. 
Student p .. g showed surprising improvement. He had 
always been in t he bottom t hird of his class. His 1n1 tial 
score of lo fifth grade ~as a surprise in itself. During · 
the exp riment, it was apparent t o both his classroom teacher 
and the inves-tigator that he was doing his utmost to do vlell. 
I:!is final test score of high sixth grade. which was the hi ghest 
boy ' s score in his group, gave him ImlCh needed confidence. 
The degree to which a Barrowsv1lle pupil•·B-2--had been 
held back by being in a relatively slow group was revealed by 
his results in the arithm.eti.c reasoning tests. There he raised 
his seore from a high fifth grade level to high seventh grade. 
Ueanwh1le his computation grade score remained constant at low 
fifth grade level. The new types of examples used in the 
experiment had presented him a challenge to which he had 
responded. His final arithmetic reasoning score matched the 
highest score made by any pupil in this experiment. 
Most gratifying to the investigator was t he large 
increase in percentage of pupils attaining grade level scores 
1n the final test as compared to the i nitial test. Regardless 
of t he conclusions reached relative to the value of training 
i n the techniques of estimation, these results were evidence 
t hat the experiment had accomplished better performance in 





SUWiliiARY AliD CONCLUSIONS 
Summary .2!, ~ procedure . The purpose of this study was 
to evaluate the effect of training in the techniques or 
estimation upon fifth grade problem solving . The training aa 
based upon developing the ability to round off numbers , multipl 
by tens , approximate quotients , and other methods of estimation 
After determining the initial .problem solving ability of the 
pupils concerned through the administration of the Publtc 
School Achievement Test in Arithmetic Reasoning , Form 1 , the 
control group and the experimental group were equated . The 
control pupils were given daily problem worksheets for thirty 
days . Each day's period consisted of t~enty minutes . The 
experimental group, after be i ng trained in the techniques of 
estimation, 11ere required to estimate the answers to the 
problems on the daily worksheets before solving t hem. Upon 
the completion of the worksheets, the pupils were re - tested 
and comparative scores were thus obtained for analysis . Two 
worksheets were presented to the experi mental group children 
at later dates . The first , given t wo weeks after the close 
of the experimental period, did not require the children to 
estimate before solving the problems •. The second ~orksheet. 
gi ven one month after the completion of the experiment , 
required estimation before solution. 
=====l!=========================c·==-=--==1!==--"~=--== 
Summary .2! the results . The experimental group , v·hich 
had been trained in the techniques of estimation with regards 
to approximating an answer before solving the problem, sho ~ed 
more improvement in problem solving ability than the control 
group , ~hich had spent the entire period merely solving 
problems, as measured by a standardized test in arithmetic 
reasoning . The mean of the experimental group progressed from 
15. 32• ... high fourth grade- -to 20 . 43--high fifth grade . The 
control group raised their mean from l5.46• ... high fourth grade--
to 18 . 08--low fifth grade . The t - ratio ot 2 as determined by 
the small samplings formula is significant at the 5 per cent 
level which indicates that ninety• five out of one lnlndred such 
experiments ould disclose results favoring the practice of 
estimation. 
Conclusions. Previous to the i ntroduction of the 
techniques of estimation, knowledge of effective methods of 
estimating were unknown, and the technique was not used at all 
in regular classroom work . 
With the exception of a few below average students , the 
ch ildren in the experimental groups became suitable proefficien 
in the ability to correctly round off numbers and estimate 
properly during the course of the investigation. 
The pupils in the experimental groups appeared to 





their real answers as a guide in detecting gross computational 
mistakes. They employed this method faithfUlly throughout the 
investigation. However, this practice did not become a habitua 
part of their arithmetic performance , and for the most part , it 
ceased to function after the completion of the experiment . 
Concentration on problem solving 11 regardless of the 
met hod employed, results in i mproved performance and is well 
worth the time. 
Limitations ,2!: Jllli! study. Only a small number of pupils 
participated in the study. 
The pupils were only equated on the basis of performance 
in one test . 
The limited choice of problems usable during the study 
made problem selection difficult because many mid-year fifth 
grade arithmetic problems are not suitable for estimation. 
Implications ~ the study . Est i mat ion involves a more 
careful scrutiny or the problem and should result ilt clearer 
comprehension and fewer errors due t o careless reading. 
The practice of esti.m .. tion s hould el1.minate absurd 
answers traceable to incorrect computations if children are 
conscious of the value of the approximated answer. It will not, 
ho · ever, detect absurd answers which are the result of an 
incorrect choice of computat ional operation. 
As many life situations demand the ability to mentally 
approximate a computation; training in the techniques of 
estimation should prove valuable for children in social 
experiences . 
The practice of estimation as concerned ~ ith problem 
solving 'lOUld be more valuable for the higher grades here 
the problems deal with larger numbers which are not suitable 
r for exact mental computation. 
Estimation is ~orthy of further investigation. If the 
results of this study are substantiated by future large- scaled 
investigations , teachers should devote more time to the teach-
ing of the techniques of estimation, and the children should be 
trained in those methods until t hey become habitual in all 
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APPENDIX 
DAILY PROBLEM ' .ORKSHERr 
1. Jack earns $11 a month. How much c.loas he earn i n a year? 
2. How many 49- dolls can a welfare home buy ith $20? 
3. In the morning while the sun was out, the temperature was 
53 degrees . At night it went down to 29 degrees. How 
many degrees did the temperature drop? 
4. How much would 21 pairs of shoea cost at ,"· 9.50 a pair? 
5. V, hen Lucy was sick h er temperature rose 2.8 degrees above 
the normal temperature ot 98.6 degrees. What was her 
temperature while she r, as s ick? 
DAI LY PROBLE WORKSHEET 
1. Robert has saved $15 toward a bicycle. ':Che bi.cyele he 
wants costs $24.95. How mu.ch more money does he need? 
2. Ruthie :ts goi ng t o Chicago by t r ain, a distance of 81'7 
miles . If the tra in travels 43 miles an hour, hO'IJ many 
houl"S rill it take Ruthi e to get to Chicago? 
3 . Ros e paid 93,- for some grapes and some plums . The grapes 
cost 39,- . How much did the plums cost? 
4 41 Miss Brown told the class t hat the1.1" Spelling books cost 
96¢ each. How mnch did the boolts cost tor that cl ass 
of' 30 pupils? 
s. Susie's mother bought six yards of ribbon at 49st a yard. 
and eight yards of l ace at 2'7; a yard. How much did she 
have to pay for her purchases? 
~====~======-==~=--=-=-===============-=-=-~=-=-=======================~======~!=======~ 
DAILY PROBLE ~ ~iORKSHEET 
1. How much change would you receive from $10.00 if you paid 
6 .98 for a hat and $1.98 tor an umbrella? 
2. Janet1s mother bought tour dozen cupcakes at 48¢ a dozen. 
Ho much did she have to pay for them? 
3. · An airplane flew 1218 miles in six hours. How many miles 
an hour did it average? 
4. A farmer had 946 sheep and sold all but 249 of t h m. How 
many sheep did he sell? 
s. Twenty - one boys went to a summer youth camp. The total 
cost of their trip was $483. If the boys shared the 
expenses equally, how much did each boy have to pay? 
J 7j ,_~ j . , 
-- -· 
DAIIN PROBLEfl \ ORKSHEET 
1 . A pet cans.cy cost $16•.75 and t h e cage eost $ 3.98 . How 
ImlCh did the canary. and. th~ cage cost toge.ther? 
2 . John hae 59 baby chicks and Bert has 121. How many more 
baby chicks does Bert have than John? 
3 . Hovr mu.ch would 17 bananaa cost at 9¢ each? 
4. A truck Ylhen empty weighs 2754 pounds . When it has a 
full load of coal it weighs 5710 pounds . How much does 
t he coal eigh? 
5 . Jack's brother bought 14 gallons ot gasoline at 22; a 
gallon. Ho mu.ch did he have to pay for it? 
DAILY PROBLE WORKSHEET 
1. Mr. James owned 48 pigeons . He bought 31 more and. his son 
gave him 17 of his . How many pigeons did Mr. James then 
have? 
2. Eleanor had 51 matchbook covers • . She gave 18 of them to 
her sister . How many did she have left? 
3. On a business trip, Ilfr. Ross traveled 2580 miles in six 
days . How man.y miles a day did he average? 
4. Mary's marks in Arithmetic for a week were 80 1 90 1 60 1 
100, and 80. v~· hat was her average mark for the week? 
5. Nancy bought eight notebooks at 19¢ each. How much did 
she have to pay for them? 
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DAILY PROBLEM WORKSHEET 
1 . What is t he area of a room nineteen. feet long and eleven 
feet :v- ide? 
2 . If it is 1590 miles to Miami and 2820 miles to Reno , how 
much nearer is Miami than Reno? 
3 . How many cars would be needed to transport 484 cattle if 
each oar held 22 cattle? 
4 . A dress ~Vhioh :Mary liked was priced at ~~ 29 . 69 . It was 
marked down to ·~ 17 . 98 during a sale . How much did ~a.ry 
save by wa:t.ting until the sale to buy t he dr•ess? 
5 . How mu ch change would Laura r eceive from ~' 4 after buying 
eight dish towels at 39¢ each? 
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DAILY PROBLEM WORKSH..!JET 
1 . Janet had f i ve dollars . She spent .' 2 . 10 in one s tor and 
. 1 . 98 in another store . How much money d id s he have left? 
2 . Seven boys ~ent on a camping trip . The total cost of t he 
-rl"ip lflS ~~ 185 . 50 . If the boys shared the cost equally, ho 
r:-ru h ;rould each boy have to pay? 
3. Nine boys shared a jar of marbles among themselves . Each 
boy Ieceiv-d 29 marbles and there ~ ere six l eft over . Ho 
many marbles had there been in the jar? 
4 . On Su day the Rutl'1S drove 208 miles , They traveled 297 
more on Monday and 252 more on Tuesday . Ho many mi l es 
did t hey travel in t he three days? 
5 . After Jed had read 49 pages in an adventure story , he was 
t thl"ough t he book . How many pages were there i n t he book? 
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1 . How much higher is t he Egyptian pyramid than vestminster 
To-wer? 
2 . How much higher is t he Eiffel Tower than the Pyramid of 
Cheops and Westminster Tov er combined? 
3 . If the Cologne Cathedral were pl aced on t op of St. Patrick ' 
Cathedral, by ho !J nru.eh would they lack reaching the top of 
the Empire State Building? 
4 . Hm: much greater would be the combined heights of the 
Pyramid of Cheops and Westminster Tower t han the height of 
Chicago's Board of Trade Building? 
5 . How much greater would be the combined heights of the 
Penobscot Building and Philadelphia ' s City Hall t han the 
he i ght of t he Empire State Building? 
DAILY PROBLE WO KSHEET 
1 . Jerry earns $20 a week helping ou t on his uncle's farm. 
Ho~ much money does he earn in a year? 
2 . ~hat is t he area of a room nine feet long and nineteen 
feet wide? 
3 . In the Johnson School there are 529 pupils . On a stormy 
day last week there were 44? present. How many tere 
absent? 
4 . Uow mueh would a banquet committee have to pay for 48 
quarts of ice cream at 3 . 25 a gallon? 
5 . r . Davis drove his car 59? milea in three days . What as 
t he average distance he traveled each day? 
DAILY PROBLEII. VORKSHEET 
1. Ther ~ere 254 people at a dinner for a basketball coach. 
Each person paid $1.85 for his ticket . How much money as 
ta.l~en in by the sale or tickets? 
2. What is the a1~ea of a pony stable which 1s nineteen feet 
·ide and twenty•one feet long? 
3 . It took an airplane eleven hours to travel the 2513 miles 
bet een Ireland and New York . What was its average rate 
of speed an hour? 
4. If' Ruthie banked ·'. 36.00 during the year , what as the 
average amount she banked each ifeek'l 
5. Farmer Jones paid $384 for twelve goats . How much would 
he have had to pay if he had bought only seven goats? 
31 
DAILY PROBLEM W ORKSH 'ET 
1. [T . Johnson bought a radio for $ 121. He paid ~58 cash and 
the rest in nine equal payments. What was t he amount of 
each remaining payment? 
2 . !r. Clark o ·med 59 chickens . He bought 41 baby chicks 
from one dealer and 39 from another one. How many ch ickens 
did he t hen own'? 
3 . Jane had 153 stamps in her collection. She gave her cousin 
39 so t hat she could start a collection. How many stamps. 
did that leave Jane? 
4 . In an arithmetic test, Bill had 80 , Ruth 100, Charlie 60. 
Jane 100, Carl 50 , and Steve 90 . What was t heir average 
mark? 
5 . A carpenter ~as paid '1590 for building a garage . He paid 
out ~~ 232 . so for materials and · 480 for h is helper's pay . 
Ho~ much did he actually make on the job? 
DAILY PHOBLE ~ l ORKSHEET 
1 . Five boys shared a box of cookies among themselves . Each 
boy received nine cookies and there were three left over . 
How many cookies had been in t h e jar ·? 
2 . J ohn's spelling marks for the week were 40,. 60, 70 , 90 , 
and 90 . What · as his average mark? 
3 . Afte:r ~1a.rie had read 39 pag es in a a tory, she was 1 /5 
tht~ough the book . How ma.ny pages wer t here in the book? 
• Bill earns ·g a month . Ho1 much does he earn in a year? 
s . How many 24~ lead soldiers can Bob buy for : 3? 
DAI LY PROBLEM WORKSHEET . 
1 . If liome, Alaska is 3 ,314 miles north of' Ch icago , and 
Valparaiso , Ch ile is 5~268 miles south of Ch icago, hov· far · 
is it fl"Om Nome to Valparaiso? 
2 •. Ho · many square feet are there in a hall'li ay eleven feet 
vide and t h irty - nine f ee-t long? 
3 . Bill earned ··492 last year . What was his average monthly 
earnings? 
4 . A train that was due at 3:29 was 53 minutes late . At hat 
time did the train arrive? 
5 . After armer Chase gave away 59 baby ehieks , he had 92 left 
Ho '1 many had he had altogether'l 
------------- --- .1 .. 
DAI LY PROBLEM WORKSHEJ1T 
1 . ~ 'hich wou ld you rather have 1 / three quarters, two dimes , 
t hree nickels, and four pennies or 2 / a half dollar , four 
dimes, two nickels, and ten pennies? 
2 . If y ou. went to the store to buy eleven dish ttnels a t 38¢ 
ea ch , how much woul d you have to pay for t hem? 
3 . At op.e grocery s tore, you wou l d have to pay nine cents each 
for a dozen bananas . A·t another store, you could buy a 
doz en for 98¢ . How much would you save by go1~1 to t he 
second store? 
4 . A doz en small fancy cakes cost $ 1 . 29 . How much i;JOUld you 
have t o pay for 1 / 3 of a dozen? 
5 . You have invited six friends to a party . There will be 
f our· glasses of t onic in each bott l e . How many bottles 
of t onic must you have so t hat each one of you can have 
three glas ses ? 
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DAILY PROBLEM ~ 1 0RKSHEb~ 
1. II' Cha:r>lie e arns 4>3 a reek , ho·v much dll he a.rn in a 
y ar? 
2 . What is the area of a. lot n ine feet by twenty- nine feet? 
3 . Spelling books cost 9?~ each. How much rould a school 
have t o pay for books for a class of 42 pupils? 
4 • . bra . Jones had ~ 14 .75 when s he went hopping, \when she 
returned home she had .r·s .9o. How much had she spent'? 
s . Ho much would Fred have to pay for eleven party f avors 
i f t hey cost 23st each? 
DAILY PROBLE ~ WORKSHEET 
1 . ·Julie's arithmetic marks wet>e 74, 88 , 92 ., ,.78 , and 98 . 
V. hat ·1aa her .average mark'/ 
2 . If Carl earns rl'- 4 a month, how much does h e earn in a year'l 
3 . It is 3 , 314 miles from Chicago t o Nome , Alaska, and it is 
5 , 268 miles from Chicago to Valparaiso , Chile . How much 
., 
farther i s it to Valparaiso than to Nome? 
4 . If it takes tMo men four days to paint a house , how long 
would it take four men to paint the same house? 
5 . 'rhe number 867 is how much larger than 498? 
l 
DAILY PROBLE .I WORKSHEE1:C 
1. Mr . Hewitt e i ghs 173 pounds • His son, J ohn , \ eighs 84 
pounds less ths.n his father . Ho much does John weigh? 
2 . After iss Church had corrected 19 history papers , she as 
"-- done . How many history papers did she hav to correct? 
:3 . It is 5• 29'7 miles from New York City to Buenos Aires . It 
is 4,820 miles distant from Ne York City to Rio de Janeiro , 
Br=z11 . How much farther sout h is Buenos Aires t han 
Rio de Janeiro? 
4 . If Jane bought six yards of lace at 69¢ a yard and twelve 
yards of cloth at 98¢ a yard, ho much would she have to 
pay for her purchases? 
5 . The number :374 is ho much smaller t hen the number 742? 
DAI LY PROBLEI:l \VOHKSHEE'I' 
1 . ·.Ir. Carroll pays ~[, 50 a month rent . Eow much rent dccs he 
pay in a year? 
2. Hm much would four grapefruit coat if they sell for .wl . 68 
a dozen? 
3 . Carl went to a clothing store a11d bought a topcoat for 
!ii-•34 . 98 , a pair of shoes for ;W 8 . 50 , and a tie · o:r ~ . 1.98 . 
If' :r e gave the clerk f .ou:r· ten•dollar bills and t o five• 
dollar bills , ho'ltl much change ~ould he receive? 
4 . VJhat; is the area or a room eleven feet by nineteen feet? 
5 . Janet w·ants to buy a dress hich costs '7 . 98 . She has only 
~ 5 . 19 . How much more money must s h e have before she can 
·buy the dress 'l 
~ ==~~~===================================================-==-=~-=-=========*= 
DAI LY PROBLEIF WORKSHEET 
1 . Mr . Jen"'S oms t h e g r o ee:r ~19 . 35, t h e plumber · 15. 50. t h e 
laundryman ~4 . 60, the ta ilor _' 69 ,. 00, and. the garageman 
'~~· 4 1 .00 . He has $ 249.00 in his checking account, Rm much 
will he have left aftel' he pays his bills? 
2 . A f ire engine cost $ 14; 1 690 and a chemical fire - fighting 
wagon cost ®2985 , How much would the town of Lawndale 
have to pay for t h e two trucks? 
3 . Bill , Bob , and Jim h ad .:5 . 94 to split up among them . How 
much did each boy receive? 
4 . Tom.111y :ants a s kating ou tfit. The skates cost 8 . 98, the 
hockey stick 1 . 49, a woolen a eater ~;· 9 . 95, a cap ~ . 89, 
and a windbreaker $ 14 . 90 . How much will the whole ou tfit 
cost? 
5 . 1l1h e ann Orchestra plays at dances six nights a week all 
year round. How many evenings do they play in a year? 
DAILY PROBLE WORKSHEET 
1. Seven classes were to share equally 448 pieces of draving 
paper . Ho11 many would each class receive? 
If J erry earns $2?6 a year, what is his average monthly 
earnings? 
3 . Bobby wants a toboggan which costs 'i. 23 . 40 . Ho 1 much must 
he save every week for a year , so that he can buy t he 
toboggan at t his time next year? 
4 . On a trip of 92? miles , Mr . Al l en drove 458 miles t he 
first day and 393 miles t he second day . How many more 
miles did he have to go~ 
5 . After John had earned 
a jacket for 18 . ?5 . 
5 . ?5 a week for six weeks , he bought 
How much money did he have left? 
DAI LY PROBLEfY_ ~ ORKSI-IEB"T 




,J 30 . 98 at the stores . Ho 'I much oney did she have left'? 
If a geography book sells for .,1; 1 . 50 , 
of 53 books ? 
hat ;ould be t he 
Nine boys on a baseball team decided to buy new uniforms . 
The cost for the nine uniforms was : '73 . 80 . How much did 
each boy pay f or his uniform? 
A bushel of shelled corn ~eighs 52 pounds . 
of corn are there in 4784 pounds of corn? 
Ho many bushel 
5 . rrrs . Harvey had ~~ yards of linen and s he bought 4~ yards 




I __ -= 
DAI LY PROBLE 'l. ~~ ORKSH mT 
1. If Rob earns i7 . 80 a week , ho1 mueh ill he earn in a y a r? 
2 . Jack's mother' had ,i' 25 when she 1ent shopping . When she 
came home she had ~7 . 10 , Ho ., much money had she spent? 
3 . Nine boys had to buy sleeping ba s for t hemselves .LOr a 
camping trip . If sleeping bags sell for 9 . 90 each , ho 
much 1111 t he nine of t hem cost? 
4 . In an assembly room t here are 32 rows of seats with 18 
seats in each roN. How many seats are there i n the assembl 
hall? 
5 . Rob rta spends 15¢ for t rolley .fa:re and 32¢ for lunch every 
school day . :Last month she went to school 21 days . Ho 
much did i t cost her for trolley fares and lunches last 
month? 
DAI LY PROBLEM t 10RKSHEBT 
1. Doris wanted to buy her mother a bottle of perfume which 
sold for .; ·1 . 82 . She had ?8¢ in her bank and her father 
gave her 64¢ . How much more money did Doris need before 
she could buy the perfume? 
2 . At one store Bob Jould hav e to pay 19¢ each for a dozen 
bayberry candles . At the second store, he could buy t hem 
at a price of three for 50¢ . How much woul d he save by 
buying the candles at the second store? 
3 . Nine boys went to a sportsmen's store t o buy some fishing 
tackle . Each boy bought a new pole, new reel, and some 
fancy flies for a total cost of $18.90. HO"Ii much did t h 
boys spend altogether? 
4 . There were 95 cookies to be served at a party. If each of 
the twenty• nine people there ate t hree cookies, how many 
would be left? 
5 . How much would a store owner have to pay for six coats if 
t hey sold at ~" 154 . 80 a dozen? 
=================================~~=~=-=#=====-=---
\ 
DAI LY PROBLr..; 1 ~ ORKSHE .,T 
1 . ar . Lucy was going on a business trip of 1680 miles . The 
first day he drove 352 miles , the s econd day 429 miles , the 
third day 395 miles , and the fourth day 374 miles . Ho far 
woul d he have to drive t he fifth day to complete his trip? 
2 . Jack's arithmetic marks were 64 , 88 , 84 , 76 , and 98 . What 
~as his average mark? 
3 . Billy receives an allowance of $ 2 . 50 a month. Ho 'I much 
does he receive in a year? 
4 . After Bud had shoveled the sno ~ from 19 feet of sidevalk , 
he •;as i done. Ho '1 long was the s1de ·:m.lk f rom whi ch he 
had t o shovel t he snow? 
5 . J ohnston i s 1880 miles directly 'llest of Bur gundy . Dorsett 
is '720 miles directly east of Bur gundy . HoiV' far is it from 
Johnstm·n to Dorsett? 
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D ILY PROBLE '1 \~ ORKSHEET 
1. After n oil corr po.ny had drilled 89 fe t, they were 1 /3 
the w-y down. now far did t hy ·ish to drill? 
2 . If ach one of a set of ~ dozen books cost 98~ , hoy, much 
did the 1hole s et cost? 
3 . ·r . Smith asked a bank clerk to give hi m s i x smaller bills 
for his fifty• dollar bill . Give a combinat i on of ix bills 
the clerk mi ght have gi ven him. 
4 . If six trays cost ~ ~ 3.'78 , ho:v much would y ou have to pay 
tor t 1o of them? 
5 . y·hat is the area of a lot 97 f eet by 4'7 feet? 
I 
DAILY PROBLE - 'ORKSHEET 
1. Row much wo -ld rrrs . Pierce have to pay for six geraniums 
at 69¢ each and t~o boxes of pansie at 39¢ a box? 
Bill hit a baseball 291 feet . Jack bit his baseball 1/3 
of the distance that Bill's traveled . How far did Jack's 
baseball go? 
3. Ji.nmy gets 25¢ a week allowance. How much does he receive 
in a year? 
4 . Clifford had ~~ :; . He gave his brother 95¢ and his s is ter 
45¢ . How much money did he have left? 




DAI LY PROBLE; ·t ORKSHEET 
1 . At one store Lary ould have to p y 11¢ each f or a dozen 
dish towels . At a second store, she could buJi· t hem at a 
price of t hree for 25¢ . How much v.rould she save by buying 
them at t he second s tore? 
2 . Fi ve boys on a basketball team decided to buy new uniforms . 
The cost for the five uni forms as ~!' 39 .40 . llow much did 
eaeh boy have to pay f or his uniform? 
3 . Billy's brother weighs 153 pounds. Billy we i ghs 68 pounds 
1 sa t han h is brother. How much does Bi lly ~eigh? 
4 . Th e flag pole in the schoolyard is 72 feet h i gh . How many I 
yards hi gh is it? 
5 . Mrs . Nolan had 15 3/8 yards of cloth. Af ter she finished 
making a chair cover, s he had 7 3/4 yards left . How much 
cloth ~ 1d s he use in making the chair cover? 
DAI LY PROBLEM f ORKSHE11T 
1 . There were 173 sandwiches to be served at a large picnic . 
If each one of t he 49 people at the picnic ate three 
sandwiches, how many would be left? 
2 . How much would Rose have to pay for six aprons if t hey sold 
for :'27 . 60 a dozen? 
3 . rs . ~ ebster spent $2 . 51 for latmdry one week, '+! 1 . 56 the 
second ~eek , . 2 . 07 the t hird week, $1 . 98 t he fourth week, 
and $1.43 the fifth week . What was her average l aundry 
bill for those five weeks? 
4 . Jerry 's father bought a phonograph player f or $ 49 . 80 . He 
paid for it in six equal payments . How much was each 
payment? 
5 . nr . Ryder orks six days a ~eek and receives a weekly 
salary of ~ 59 . 70 . If he works the same number of hours a 
day, how much does he earn in a day? 
DAI LY PROBLE i WORKSHEh~ 
1 . Af t er r . Johnson had varnished 21 squa.re feet of his 
living room floor, he was 1 / 8 done, HO'I: 1any square feet 
does hi s living room floor contain? 
2 . At one store Jess vould have to pay 11; each for a dozen 
notebooks . At another store, he could buy them at a price 
of four for 39st. Rm. much ou1d he save by buying t hem 
at the second store? 
3 . In an assembly room there are 32 ro s of seats :rith 18 
seats in each row . If 1/ 3 of these chairs are occupied, 
·ho·~t many empty ones are there? 
4 . Betty had :g 1hen she went shopping. She spent 
one store and \V4. 98 in another store . How much money did 
s he have left? 
5. Ruth, Anne, and Dora had 8 . 94 to divide among t hemselves . 
How much money did each girl r eceive? 
DAILY PROBLEt ~ORKSHEET 
1 . An airplane fl ew 2436 miles in "t'l:elve hours . Ho~ many 
miles an hour did it average? 
2 . Ho 1 much would eight grapefruit cost if they sold for 
· 1 . 68 a dozen? 
3 . Shakerville is 990 miles from ~agden . Portis is 1210 miles 
beyond Shakerville . How far is it coming f rom Magden to 
Portis? 
4 . If Seotstown is 3150 miles from Cedarham, and Blue Bonnet 
is 1940 miles from Cedarham, how much nearer to Cedarham 
is Blue Bonnet than Scotsto'li n? 
5 . Badg erton is 620 miles directly north of Pineburg . 11atehey 
is 590 miles directly south of Pineburg . Ho far is it 
from Badgerton to lnatchey? 
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EXPERIMElffAL GROUP EST I MATION TEST 
Make a circle around the correct estimated answer . Do not find 
t he exact answer . Do not use pencil and paper to do any 
figuring. 
1. How mu ch change ;vou ld you receive from 20 . 00 if y ou bought 
a pair or shoes for 8 . 98 and a s :Teater for l' 2.98? 
8 9 lO ~ 11 12 
2 . An airplane flew 2512 miles i n eight hours . Hov many miles 
an hour did it average? . 
200 3000 400 300 250 
3. Jack has saved $ 17.20 toward a radio•phonograph. The one 
he want s to buy costs ~· 39.90. Ho 'I nn1oh more money does he 
need? 
~'' 56 30 $ 20 '21 23 
4 . 1arie 's mother bought seven yards or ribbon at 59¢ a . e.rd 
and ei ght yards of l ace at 37¢ a yard. How much di d nhe 
pay for her purchases? 
.1.00 ..P4.20 '1;3.20 ·7.40 ··8 . 50 
5. _r . Clark owned 59 pigeons. He bought 61 more and h is son 
gave hi m 19 more for his birthday present. Ho many 
pigeons did Mr. Clar k t ben have? 
110 140 80 100 130 
6 . How much change wou ld you receive from 5.00 after buying 
six rolls of film at 39¢ a roll? 





7. Ho many 49¢ toy cars could you buy with ·.~7 . oo? 
28 350 14 21 7 
8 . Ho ff! much :.rould you have t o pay f or two pictures if they 
are priced at six for ~37 . 80? 
:18 x· 240 9 $12 1, 50 
9 . How much would a banquet committee have to pay for 44 
quarts of ice cream at $2 . 90 a gallon? 
·eo .' 50 25 120 150 
10 . After Bill had read 59 pages in a book, he was 1 tl~ough 
the book . How many pages were there i n the book? 
180 15 240 12 200 
--~-~-------- ---~------- ------- -------------------------------
On the blanks write t he estimated answer for each one of the 
following problems. Do not do any figuring on paper . Do not 
find t he exact ans ers . 
---
1 . Geography books cost ·1 . 98 each . How much \' Ould a 
school have to pay for books for a class of 26 pupils 
---
2 . What is t he area of a playroom which is nine feet 
wide and nineteen feet long? 




4 . ary Louise bought eight handkerchiefs at 69¢ each. 
Hm much did she have to pay for them? 
----
---
' , 10~ 
~ r - .. --=-=-
:· 
5 . Billyta arithmetic marks ere 82, 78, 94 , 88 , and 68 . i 
What was his average mark? 
6 . How many cars would be needed to transport 682 cattle 
if each car holds 22 cattle? 
7 . Philip earns '21 month. How much does he earn in 
s. year? 
a. If Dowville is 890 miles directly north of Kingsbury. 
and Hawley is 1320 miles directly south of Ki ngsbur y . 
hov far is it from Dowville to Uawley? 
- - -9. ;r~line boys shared a .1 ar of hard candy among t her:1s elves J 
- -
If each boy received 38 pieces of candy and there 
were seven pieces left , how many pieces of candy had 
thel•e been in the jar? 
10 . Ho · many feet are there in 492 i nches? 
